ABSTRACT: Content 
INTRODUCTION
Image retrieval system usually use low level features (e.g., color, texture) to represent face images. We consider the problem of retrieving human faces from using low level features with varying expression and illumination, as well as occlusion and disguise.New theory from sparse signal representation offers the key to addressing this problem. If sparsity on facial features is properly addressed, the choice of features is no longer critical. Various image feature descriptors such as Local Binary Pattern (LBP), Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) are used to represent images. We first convert each feature descriptor into a sparse code, and aggregate each type of sparse coded features into a single vector. Multiple vectors from different types of features are then concatenated to obtain the final representation. This approach allows adding more types of features to improve discriminability without scalability issues. Invariant features using the sparse-coding framework, outperforms the state of the art both in retrieval performance and in scalability. Basic image retrieval system works on calculating the Euclidean distance between all pairs of faces of two images. The smallest of these distances is then interpreted as similar faces and these images are retrieved. figure 1 content based image retrieval system This type of system affects by its low level semantics. Sparse representation provides solutions to this semantic loss by using improved feature descriptors.
FACE RECOGNITION VIA SPARSE REPRESENTATION
Automatic human face recognition has problem with varying expression and illumination. In this paper [1] Retrieval system often fails to retrieve image with different view angle. This problem can be addressed by using textual information on images to improve semantics in sparse coding. MapReduce technique used to cluster images on the image graph by applying Affinity Propagation (AP). Images in the same visual cluster are visually similar to each other and represented by VWs in each visual cluster. Propagation of visual words is important to obtain different VWs. These too many VWs and decrease the precision. Removing those irrelevant or noisy VWs, proposed approach select those representative VWs in each visual cluster. Thus the proposed system greatly improves retrieval performance compared to BoW model. In future to preserve sparseness for visual words, L2 loss L1 normalization problem solvers can be used to maximize its accuracy and efficiency.
SPARSE CODING FOR IMAGE CLASSIFICATION AND RETRIEVAL
Sparse codes of local features in an image at multiple spatial scales represents image with more accuracy by using locality constraints.. In this paper [3] new algorithm proposed to design dictionaries for sparse coding of image descriptors and learned dictionaries are used to recognize objects. Kernel Local Sparse Coding (K-LSC) methods used to find similarities of features and Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel used to learn dictionaries. In this system supervised local feature sparse coding methods developed using sub image heterogeneous feature for retrieving face image. Finite collection of normalized features is referred to as a dictionary. Sparse coding based dictionary learned approach provide superior performance in many applications. Proposed system use optimization problem to solve dictionary learning and sparse coding. K-SVD algorithm used to solve the problem of dictionary learning is a generalization of data clustering. Patches are extracted from raw images can be directly employed for classification. Supervised information incorporating into local sparse coding will result in highly discriminative features for retrieval. Simulations demonstrated the gain in image retrieval performance obtained by performing supervised coding. Incorporating supervised information into local sparse coding will provide improved precision-recall rates.
SPARSE CODING WITH IDENTITY CONSTRAINTS
Face retrieval task is more related to face recognition. Face recognition system uses texture descriptors to prove better recognition performance. Although descriptors used in face recognition can be applied to face retrieval. Creating index structures on descriptions with high dimensionality is not a trivial task. In traditional image retrieval system such as Bag-of-Words (BoW) model created by local feature descriptors does not provide better performance. It is because face images have higher intra-class variance and these methods neglect the important spatial information in face image. This paper [4] proposed a face image retrieval system using identity based information to solve this problem. Most of database images are including identity information, gender information, social network, etc so it is easy to have its necessity.
Proper usage of such information in the retrieval system improves the results. Sparse coding has shown promising results on many different applications such as image denoising and classification. A novel coding scheme refines the result of sparse coding based on identity information. Sparse coding with identity constraint achieves 70% relative improvement in Mean Average Precision over the baselines. In future we can boost up performance by combining high level semantics features into sparse code generation framework.
ATTRIBUTE ENHANCED SPARSE CODEWORDS
Existing face image retrieval system use low level facial features to represent face image. But these low level features are lack of semantics meaning and affects retrieval performance because of facial images have high inter class variations. Face images of different people might be very close in the low-level feature space. In this paper [5] , proposed system utilized high level human facial attributes into face image representation and index structure Human facial attributes (e.g., hair, age, gender, personal, race) are provide high-level semantic descriptions about a human face. By combining low-level features with high-level human attributes can provides better feature representations. Because certain people might have similar attributes it loses discriminability among too many face images in database.
To address these problems two orthogonal methods are proposed: 1. Attribute-enhanced sparse coding 2. Attribute-embedded inverted indexing. Attribute-enhanced sparse coding uses facial attributes combined with texture features to construct semantic codewords. Attribute-embedded inverted indexing creates inverted index structure by incorporating binary attribute signature in addition to the sparse codewords. Certain facial attributes are not correlated to human identity. So these attributes are degrading retrieval performance.
SPATIAL PYRAMID MATCHING USING SPARSE CODING
Spatial Pyramid Matching (SPM) kernel is highly successful in image classification. In this paper [6] Sparse coding with SPM (ScSPM) based on linear kernel achieves better performance on different datasets and does not require much more computation to mention that the nonlinear methods require much more computation. This system taking advantages of compatibility of linear models with SIFT sparse codes. Frame-based approach in human face detector and detects events of interest employed to reduce computation effort. Related works shows using Feed-forward network can accelerate sparse coding by reducing time taken on encode SIFT feature descriptions.
CONCLUSION
Using sparse coding we can obtain discriminative image representation that outperforms state of art. In this survey only few sparse coding techniques achievements in content base face image retrieval systems are reviewed. This paper provides comprehensive survey on facial feature representation, clustering of visual words, reducing semantics gap and retrieval performance. With these various approaches Attribute-enhanced sparse coding outperforms when compared to other approaches because of its high level descriptions on facial features. By introducing new techniques in future will improve semantics representation on sparse codewords that provide significant retrieval performance.
